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Yeah, reviewing a books la rigueur du qualitatif les contraintes empiriques de linterpratation socio
anthropologique could grow your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be
successful. As understood, carrying out does not recommend that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as deal even more than additional will find the money for each success.
bordering to, the revelation as with ease as keenness of this la rigueur du qualitatif les contraintes empiriques
de linterpratation socio anthropologique can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

LA RIGUEUR DU QUALITATIF-Jean-Pierre
Olivier de Sardan 2012-09-01 Cet ouvrage,
méthodologique propose une réflexion
systématique sur l'ancrage empirique des
énoncés dans les sciences sociales qualitatives,
en s'interrogeant sur la nature du lien entre le «
réel de référence » et ces données, comme sur le
lien entre ces données et les énoncés
interprétatifs et autres « théories » figurant dans
le texte écrit final.
Une anthropologie entre rigueur et engagement.
Essais autour de l'oeuvre de Jean-Pierre Olivier
de Sardan-BIERSCHENK T., BLUNDO G.,
JAFFRE Y. et TIDJANI ALOU M. (dir.) 2010-04-10
Jean-Pierre Oliver de Sardan s'est toujours
préoccupé de former de jeunes chercheurs et
s'est attaché à constituer de véritables équipes
de recherche. Autour de son oeuvre, ses
"compagnons de route" soulignent combien ses
réflexions ont irrigué leurs propres travaux et
comment il a ainsi contribué à entraîner la
discipline anthropologique vers un certain type
de pratique scientifique combinant une forme
particulière d'engagement, un rapport exigeant
au terrain et une façon d'écrire accessible à tous.
Inter-Ethnic Dynamics in Asia-Christian Culas
2009-12-18 South-East Asia is one of the most
complex regions in the world as far as ethnic,
linguistic and cultural diversity is concerned with
an extremely rich ancient and contemporary
history. Because of this, it offers an exceptionally
rich field of study for inter-ethnic relations. This
book examines interethnic relationships between
groups and the dynamics of exchange networks
throughout Asia and includes case studies based
in Vietnam, Burma, Laos, Nepal, China, and
Siberia. The innovative aspect of this book lies in
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the fact that the contributors examine
relationships between groups and the dynamics
of exchange networks across Asia rather than
ethnic groups studied in isolation. Rendering the
important moments of daily life of ethnic groups
and focussing on the exchanges between groups
sharing a specific social space, this approach,
today still rarely used in Asian anthropology,
allows systems of exchange to emerge and for us
to understand the systems of power and local
leadership from the inside out. Inter-Ethnic
Dynamics in Asia will be of interest to students
and scholars of Asian culture and society,
ethnicity and regional anthropology.
Borders across Healthcare-Nina Sahraoui
2020-06-01 Examining which actors determine
undocumented migrants’ access to healthcare on
the ground, this volume looks at what happens in
the daily interactions between administrative
personnel, healthcare professionals and migrant
patients in healthcare institutions across Europe.
Borders across Healthcare explores
contemporary moral economies of the
healthcare-migration nexus. The volume
documents the many ways in which borders come
to disrupt healthcare settings and illuminates
how judgements of a health-related
deservingness become increasingly important,
producing hierarchies that undermine a universal
right to healthcare.
Real Governance and Practical Norms in SubSaharan Africa-Tom De Herdt 2015-05-15
Although international development discourse
considers the state as a crucial development
actor, there remains a significant discrepancy
between the official norms of the state and public
services and the actual practices of political
elites and civil servants. This text interrogates
the variety of ways in which state policies and
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legal norms have been translated into the set of
practical norms which make up real governance
in sub-Saharan Africa. It argues that the concept
of practical norms is an appropriate tool for an
ethnographic investigation of public
bureaucracies, interactions between civil
servants and users, and the daily functioning of
the state in Africa. It demonstrates that practical
norms are usually different from official norms,
complementing, bypassing and even
contradicting them. In addition, it explores the
positive and negative effects of different aspects
of this ‘real governance’. This text will be of key
interest to academics, students and researchers
in the fields of development, political science,
anthropology and development studies, African
studies, international comparative studies,
implementation studies, and public policy.
Researching the Military-Helena Carreiras
2016-03-02 Researching the Military focuses on
the experiences of researchers who study the
military around the world. It explores the
historical, social, institutional and personal
factors that frame research and scrutinize the
way knowledge in this area impacts society and
policy. More than merely analyzing research
experiences (yet necessarily including them), it is
also about the experiences of researchers, their
position with regard to the object of their studies,
the institutional context where they work and the
way their research impacts the academic and
policy-making fields in the respective countries.
The common theme to the various chapters is
reflexivity, a conscious effort at addressing the
conditions of research and the position of the
researcher and the research participants in that
interface. By collecting diverse experiences of
researchers from across the world, this volume
aims to enhance reflexivity in the field of military
studies and to encourage the exchange of
knowledge between the academic field and the
military arena. This book will be of much interest
to students of military studies, research methods,
sociology, social anthropology and security
studies, in general.
Counting Populations, Understanding SocietiesVéronique Petit 2013-02-11 The core aim of this
book is to determine how anthropology and
demography can be used in conjunction in the
field of population and development. The
boundaries of demography are not as clearly
defined or as stable as one might think,
especially in view of the tension between a
formal demography centered on the ‘core of
procedures and references’ and a more open
form of demography, generally referred to as
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Population Studies. Many rapprochements,
missed opportunities and isolated attempts
marked the disciplinary history of anthropology
and demography, both disciplines being founded
on distinct and highly differentiated traditions
and practices. Moreover, the role and the place
assigned to epistemology differ significantly in
ethnology and demography. Yet, anthropology
and demography provide complementary models
and research instruments and this book shows
that neither discipline can afford to overlook
their respective contributions. Based on research
conducted in West Africa over more than twenty
years, it is a defense of field demography that
makes case for a continuum ranging from the
initial conception of fieldwork and research to its
effective implementation and to data analysis.
Changes in behaviors relating to fertility, poverty
or migration cannot be interpreted without
invoking the cultural factor at some stage.
Representations in their collective and individual
dimensions also fit into the extended explanatory
space of demography.
Anthropology and Development-Jean-Pierre
Oliver De-Sardan 2013-07-18 This book reestablishes the relevance of mainstream
anthropological (and sociological) approaches to
development processes and simultaneously
recognizes that contemporary development
ought to be anthropology‘s principal area of
study. Professor de Sardan argues for a socioanthropology of change and development that is
a deeply empirical, multidimensional, diachronic
study of social groups and their interactions. The
Introduction provides a thought-provoking
examination of the principal new approaches that
have emerged in the discipline during the 1990s.
Part I then makes clear the complexity of social
change and development, and the ways in which
socio-anthropology can measure up to the
challenge of this complexity. Part II looks more
closely at some of the leading variables involved
in the development process, including relations
of production; the logics of social action; the
nature of knowledge; forms of mediation; and
‘political‘ strategies.
Canadian Journal of Public Health- 2009
Maladies et pratiques magiques au SénégalRaymond Sémédo 2013-10-01 Les
représentations sociales de la maladie dépendent
du contexte culturel de leur production. En effet,
les nombreux êtres culturels qui peuplent
l'univers visible ou invisible sont des agents nonmicrobiens de la maladie selon les croyances. Les
croyances se sont adaptées à la société
marchande-libérale et à son idéologie de
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compétuition et d'émulation sociale. La ville, les
banlieues de Dakar, les régions du Sénégal, les
campagnes ont été les terraions d'observation.
African migrations- 2004
Les enquêtes participatives en débat-Philippe
Lavigne Delville 2000-01-01
States at Work-Thomas Bierschenk 2014-01-30
States at Work explores the mundane practices
of state-making in Africa by focussing on the
daily functioning of public services and the
practices of civil servants.
La yourte et la mesure du monde-Anne-Marie
Vuillemenot 2009 Otinchi, berger kazakh, se
souvient de la première rencontre avec l'auteur
après l'indépendance de son pays : " Tu es venue
en premier, et après toi le capitalisme la
troisième fois que tu es venue, tous les moutons
avaient été mangés n. Entre monographie et
témoignage, cet ouvrage livre au lecteur l'écho
des dernières transhumances dans le sud-est du
Kazakhstan. La vie dans la yourte, hutte mobile
de feutre et de bois, s'articule autour de deux
axes horizontaux, aîné / cadet, masculin /
féminin, et d'un axe vertical, celui de l'arbre des
mondes où les deux ouvertures de l'habitation, le
chanirak au sommet du toit et la porte, sont
considérées comme des voies d'accès aux au-delà
du monde des humains. C'est cette organisation
spatiale qui fonde la société traditionnelle
kazakhe et qui permet à chacun d'y trouver sa
place. En donnant la mesure du monde, la yourte
est un opérateur de sens. Dans les steppes et les
montagnes environnantes, la vie quotidienne est
rude, parfois dangereuse ; elle perpétue le
respect des équilibres entre les mondes, entre les
personnes, et favorise la circulation de la belle
parole, celle-là même qui intervient dans les
échanges avec les Dieux, les habitants des autres
mondes et les djinns. Génération-charnière
puisqu'elle a connu la période soviétique, la
chute du Mur et la nouvelle République, ces fils
et filles des steppes et des montagnes ont dû
accepter de quitter la yourte pour assurer un
avenir à leurs enfants. A partir d'une
ethnographie de la vie dans la yourte, l'auteur
présente un monde nomade à jamais disparu et
interroge, pour finir, les transformations du
modèle social kazakh coutumier désormais entré
en modernité.
Livres hebdo- 2008
Persona-Anne-Marie Bouttiaux 2009-09 With
images of African masks alongside contemporary
African art, this book presents an original look at
the role of the mask in African culture. Based on
an exhibition of 180 masks and works by
contemporary African artists, it offers a new
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interpretation of the mask as the universal object
that both hides and reveals.
Elusive Hunters-Ida Nicolaisen 2010 "This is an
account of a remarkable nomadic people in West
Africa, presumably the only hunting and foraging
community to withstand its bloody legacy of
slave-raiding,colonization, warfare and
environmental degradation of the Sahel to our
time. The book traces the history of this unique
but little known people to the Banu Duku Empire
in Chad in the sixth century AD that is to the very
origin of the Sudanese States. Based on her own
fieldwork and 'excavation' of the scanty sources
on Kanem and the Bahr el Ghazal, the author
offers a fascinating description of the everyday
life, subsistence activities, dwellings, poetry,
music and crafts of the Haddad and their
interaction with pastoral and agro-pastoral
groups. The book takes the reader on hunting
expeditions with a group which chases gazelle
and antelope into cleverly placed 'traps' of nets
and describes how hunters of another group
crawl up upon their prey in disguise with bow
and arrow as did prehistoric man in the region
known to us from Saharan rock paintings. The
analysis anchors the Haddad within the complex
historical and multi-ethnic setting of the region
and outlines the traumatic social and cultural
implications for these nomadic people of warfare,
the presence of dominant groups, French colonial
policies and more recent interventions by the
State. The ongoing existence of nomadic peoples
in West Africa has so far gone largely unnoticed.
It is the intention of the book to stimulate the
interest of scholars and a wider readership of
African history, culture and social issues by
adding this unique material on the indigenous
Haddad to the puzzle."--Publisher's description.
La maison et l'escargot-Raúl Dorra 2004
Real Governance and Practical Norms in SubSaharan Africa-Tom De Herdt 2015-05-15
Although international development discourse
considers the state as a crucial development
actor, there remains a significant discrepancy
between the official norms of the state and public
services and the actual practices of political
elites and civil servants. This text interrogates
the variety of ways in which state policies and
legal norms have been translated into the set of
practical norms which make up real governance
in sub-Saharan Africa. It argues that the concept
of practical norms is an appropriate tool for an
ethnographic investigation of public
bureaucracies, interactions between civil
servants and users, and the daily functioning of
the state in Africa. It demonstrates that practical
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norms are usually different from official norms,
complementing, bypassing and even
contradicting them. In addition, it explores the
positive and negative effects of different aspects
of this ‘real governance’. This text will be of key
interest to academics, students and researchers
in the fields of development, political science,
anthropology and development studies, African
studies, international comparative studies,
implementation studies, and public policy.
Enhancing Democratic Systems-Christina ChanMeetoo 2012 It is in Mauritius that the first
newspaper of the African continent was
published. Annonces, Affiches et Avis Divers was
created in 1773 by the French administration for
the islands of Mauritius and Reunion. Since its
independence from Britain in 1968, Mauritius
has known a very rich media history with an
impressive number of publications and a
relatively good level of press freedom. However,
many challenges remain. Confrontational
episodes in the relationship of the local media
with the political sphere, the rise of
sensationalist journalism, increased
concentration of ownership in the industry as
well as market uncertainties have taken their toll
on a profession which often prides itself in the
defence of freedom of speech and democracy.
The media conference jointly organised by
UNESCO and the University of Mauritius in 2010
offered a singular opportunity - the first time
ever in Mauritius - for media practitioners,
regulators, lawyers, politicians, academics and
civil society to discuss the state of the media as
part of the country's democratic systems. Media
roles and functions, the legal and regulatory
framework, self-regulation, market issues and
new trends such as citizen journalism were
thoroughly examined. This book brings together
papers and conclusions from that conference.
Whilst much ground has been covered especially
since the emergence of private radio stations,
much still needs to be done to move towards a
true media democracy. The book points to media
governance, access to information, training of
and professionalism among media practitioners
as areas of unfinished business. This is an
invaluable contribution to on-going debates
about press regulation, liberalisation of
electronic media, new forms of journalism,
continuous training and professionalization in
Mauritius.
Life Phases, Mobility and Consumption-Professor
Helene Brembeck 2015-08-28 In today’s
consumer society, shopping is the kind of
mundane and routine kind of mobility that we all
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engage in. Yet having a first child or growing old
radically changes people’s logistical habits as
consumers, what the authors of this book call
consumer logistics. Exploring consumer mobility
through the lens of life phase and age will
deepen the understanding of hitherto underresearched aspects of the ageing process and of
mobility, knowledge that is of vital importance
for societies striving for sustainable mobility and
sustainable cities.
Traité D'analyse Des Matières Agricoles ...-Louis
Grandeau 1883
Les Cahiers français- 2013
Everyday Corruption and the State-Giorgio
Blundo 2013-04-04 Daily life in Africa is
governed by the 'petty' corruption of public
officials in services such as health, transport, or
the judicial system. This remarkable study of
everyday corruption in three African countries
investigates the reasons for its extraordinary
prevalence. The authors construct an
illuminating analytical framework around the
various forms of corruption, the corruptive
strategies public officials resort to, and how
these forms and strategies have become
embedded in daily administrative practices. They
investigate the roots of the system in the growing
inability of weakened states in Africa to either
reward their employees adequately or to deliver
expected services. They conclude that corruption
in Africa today is qualitatively different from
other parts of the world in its pervasiveness, its
legitimations, and its huge impact on the nature
of the state.
Cash Transfers in Context-Jean-Pierre Olivier de
Sardan 2018-09-07 Marginal in status a decade
ago, cash transfer programs have become the
preferred channel for delivering emergency aid
or tackling poverty in low-and middle-income
countries. While these programs have had
positive effects, they are typical of top-down
development interventions in that they impose on
local contexts standardized norms and
procedures regarding conditionality, targeting,
and delivery. This book sheds light on the crucial
importance of these contexts and the many
unpredicted consequences of cash transfer
programs worldwide - detailing how the latter
are used by actors to pursue their own
strategies, and how external norms are
reinterpreted, circumvented, and contested by
local populations.
Espace et dynamiques territoriales-Pierre-Henri
Derycke 1992 Analisi: ECONOMIA REGIONALE.
Sviluppo. Teoria. POLITICA REGIONALE. Politica
spaziale. PIANIFICAZIONE DEL TERRITORIO. In
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generale. POLITICA. Valutazione delle politiche.
Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philologie et à
l'archéologie égyptiennes et assyriennes- 1900
Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philologie et à
l'archeologie égyptiennes et assyriennes- 1901
La méthodologie qualitative-Pierre Paillé 2006 La
méthodologie qualitative se caractérise par le
recours à des approches, méthodes et techniques
d'approche directe du sens des phénomènes
humains et sociaux, sans le passage par la
mesure et la quantification. Son usage est de
plus en plus répandu, les recherches foisonnent.
La question la plus cruciale est sans doute celle
de la posture du chercheur dans ce type
d'approche. Peut-on encore parler d'objectivité ?
L'implication du chercheur représente-t-elle un
obstacle ou un levier ? L'analyse des données
s'accommode-t-elle bien de modèles théoriques
étrangers à la situation précise de recherche ? A
quelles conditions le chercheur qualitatif peut-il
revendiquer la rigueur dans son travail sur le
terrain comme dans ses analyses ? Le présent
ouvrage apporte de solides éléments de réponse.
Les auteurs, chercheurs sur des terrains très
variés, abordent les points les plus sensibles : la
tension entre appartenance scientifique et
familiarité avec les enquêtés, l'objectivation du
sujet et de l'objet, les états d'âme et leur prise en
compte, les postures d'analyse des données, les
dimensions de l'activité interprétative, la
construction du raisonnement scientifique à
partir d'indices, etc. Ce livre s'adresse aux
étudiants en SHS (sociologie, psychologie,
anthropologie, histoire, sciences de l'éducation,
communication, etc.), aux enseignants et aux
chercheurs.
The Child's Right to Education-Unesco 1979
Акты Генеральной Конференции-Unesco.
General Conference 1989 Records for the 2dsess. issued in two sections: v. 1, Proceedings
and v. 2, Resolutions.
Les sirènes de l'irrationnel-Dominique TerréFornacciari 1991
L'avocat vu par les littérateurs français-Fernand
Daucé 1947
Qualitative Data Analysis with NVivo-Patricia
Bazeley 2013-04-30 Lecturers/instructors only -
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request a free digital inspection copy here This
straightforward, jargon-free book provides an
invaluable introduction to planning and
conducting qualitative data analysis with NVivo.
Written by leading authorities, with over 40
years combined experience in computer-assisted
analysis of qualitative and mixed-mode data, the
new edition of this best selling textbook is an
ideal mix of practical instruction, methodology
and real world examples. Practical, clear and
focused the book effectively shows how NVivo
software can accommodate and assist analysis
across a wide range of research questions, data
types, perspectives and methodologies. It sets
out: The power and flexibility of the NVivo
software How best to use NVivo at each stage in
your research project Examples from the authors′
own research and the sample data that
accompanies the software, supplemented with
vignettes drawn from across the social sciences
Annotated screen shots A website with links to
data, sample projects, supplementary/updated
instructions, and SAGE journal content This
second edition contains new chapters on
handling a literature review, visualizing data,
working in mixed methods and social media
datasets, and approaching NVivo as a team. An
insightful step-by-step guide to the messy reality
of doing computer-assisted analysis, this
successful book is essential reading for anyone
considering using NVivo software.
Les comptes de la nation, apparences et réalités
dans notre comptabilité nationale-François
Perroux 1949
Ethiopian Studies-Stanislav Segert 1983
Petite enfance, services de garde éducatifs et
développement des enfants-Nathalie Bigras 2012
Making Scenes-Emma Baulch 2007-12-11 An
ethnographic exploration of identity politics in
three of Balis musical subcultures&—reggae,
punk, and death metal&—during the 1990s.
Communes et développement local dans les pays
du Sahel, Nouakchott, 10 au 13 avril 1994- 1995
Une étude pour les sonorités opposées-Didier
Guigue 2000
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